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1

Foreword

1.1

Under the Representation of the People Act (RPA) 2000, any local authority in England can
submit proposals to the Secretary of State for Justice (prior to 9 May, the Secretary of State for
Constitutional Affairs) to carry out an electoral pilot scheme. Electoral pilot schemes can
involve changes to when, where and how voting at local elections is to take place and how the
votes cast at the elections are to be counted. The Electoral Commission has a statutory duty to
evaluate and report on any pilot scheme approved by the Secretary of State.

1.2

A total of 312 local authorities in England held elections on 3 May 2007. In October 2006, the
Department for Constitutional Affairs (DCA) and the Electoral Commission issued a joint
prospectus to local authorities inviting applications for electoral pilot schemes at the May 2007
elections. Fourteen applications were received in response to the prospectus, from a total of 17
local authorities; one application was subsequently withdrawn. In January 2007 the Secretary of
State for Constitutional Affairs announced that he had approved 12 of the pilot schemes in a
total of 13 local authority areas. A full list of all the authorities which held pilot schemes in May
2007 is available on the Electoral Commission’s website at www.electoralcommission.org.uk.

1.3

This report presents Actica Consulting Ltd’s (Actica’s) technical evaluation findings in support
of the Electoral Commission’s evaluation of the electoral pilot scheme in the borough of
Swindon at the elections on 3 May 2007. It provides details of a technical evaluation of various
aspects of the scheme, including: the management approach, the technical solution, the security
provided, and the value for money.

1.4

The output of this report will be used by the Electoral Commission in support of their
overarching scheme evaluation, which includes a description of the scheme and an assessment
as to:

1.5

a.

the scheme’s success or otherwise in facilitating voting or the counting of votes, or in
encouraging voting or enabling voters to make informed choices at the elections;

b.

whether the turnout of voters was higher than it would have been if the scheme had not
applied;

c.

whether voters found the procedures provided by the scheme easy to use;

d.

whether the procedures provided for by the scheme led to an increase in impersonation or
other electoral offences, or in any other malpractice in connection with elections;

e.

whether those procedures led to any increase in expenditure, or to any savings, by the
local authority.

In addition to these statutory requirements, the Commission’s evaluation also considers, where
appropriate:
a.

the extent to which the pilot scheme facilitated or otherwise encouraged participation
among particular communities, including young people, ethnic minority groups and
people with disabilities;

b.

overall levels of user awareness and comprehension of the voting method being tested,
including an assessment of the effectiveness of any literature or other materials used in
the promotion of the pilot scheme;

c.

the attitudes and opinions of key stakeholders, including voters, with a view to
determining overall levels of confidence in the voting method being tested;
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d.

e.
f.
g.

1.6

Page 4

whether the pilot scheme resulted in measurable improvements, or had any adverse
impact, with respect to the provision of more efficient and effective service delivery to
voters;
whether the pilot scheme resulted in measurable improvements to, or had any adverse
impact on, the existing system of electoral administration;
whether the pilot scheme represented good ‘value for money’;
where appropriate, the Commission may also make recommendations as to whether
changes should be made to electoral arrangements more generally through roll-out of the
pilot scheme procedures.

In preparing this technical evaluation report, Actica has drawn on its own observation and
assessment of the pilot scheme, as well as on the views expressed to us by a number of other
stakeholders. We would particularly like to thank the Returning Officer, the Electoral Services
department of Swindon and the supplier of the electronic voting service, the TATA Consultancy
Services Limited (TCS) Consortium, for their assistance in undertaking this evaluation and for
supplying us with the information and data to support it.
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2

Introduction

2.1

Swindon Borough Council applied to the Department for Constitutional Affairs (DCA) in
October 2006 to run an electoral pilot scheme across the Authority for the District and Parish
Council elections on 3rd May 2007. The decision to apply for a pilot scheme followed a series of
successful pilots in the Borough since 2002, and in turn had been prompted by the results of
annual customer surveys which found that 37% of respondents agreed that electronic voting
would encourage them to vote in local elections1. This would be Swindon’s sixth electoral
modernisation pilot and the third involving multiple e-voting channels. The 2007 elections
include the additional challenges of providing e-voting information in four languages.

2.2

The Council put forward a proposal to run a multi-channel voting pilot that would offer all
electors the opportunity to vote by using any of the following electronic channels:
a.
On-line (Internet) remote voting;
b.
c.

Telephone remote voting;
On-line voting from five supervised locations prior to polling day;

d.

On-line voting from any polling station on polling day.

2.3

In addition, electors would have the opportunity to apply for a Postal Vote or vote in person
using traditional ballot papers at their nominated Polling Station on polling day.

2.4

In order to comply with their statutory requirement to evaluate pilots, the Electoral Commission
(the Commission), appointed Actica Consulting Ltd (Actica) to conduct the technical aspects of
the electronic voting evaluations. Actica has evaluated the e-voting pilots to provide an:

1

a.

assessment of the degree to which the suppliers have met the requirements of the pilot;

b.

analysis of how effective the system was in practice, including accuracy, reliability,
robustness, security and functionality aspects;

c.

assessment of the risks to the effectiveness of the system;

d.

analysis of the adequacy of the development lifecycle, covering project management, risk
management, requirements, design, implementation, deployment and testing;

e.

analysis of the testing process including accuracy, reliability, robustness, security and
performance tests;

f.

analysis of the effectiveness of the Quality Assurance (QA) processes performed,
together with analysis of the actions taken by suppliers as a result of the QA process
commissioned by the Ministry of Justice (MoJ);

g.

assessment of any other technical issues that may have affected the success of the local
election;

h.

assessment of the extent to which the desired technical learning outcomes of the pilot
were met and whether any other learning points were developed during the pilot.

As reported in the “Electoral Modernisation Pilot 2007, Project Initiation Document”, Swindon Borough
Council and TCS Consortium.
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2.5

To complete this required analysis and assessment Actica produced an evaluation framework,
and agreed its content with the Commission. The framework provides a description of the
overall evaluation process and approach that was used as the basis of the technical evaluation
for all e-voting pilots. It describes the information sources that were used during the evaluation,
the structure of the content of this report and provides comprehensive guidance on questions
that should be answered. The full content of the framework can be found on the Commission
website.

2.6

This evaluation did not fully audit each of these areas. Rather, it provided a health check with
the analysis concentrating on areas where there was a particular cause for concern, scope for
improvement, lessons to be learned or best practice identified.

2.7

Following the guidelines of the framework, the remaining sections of this report for the
technical evaluation of the Council e-voting pilot are structured as follows:
a.

Section 3 – Pilot objectives, which describes the overall objectives of the pilot including
the measures by which success is judged;

b.

Section 4 – Pilot description, which provides a high-level description of the pilot;

c.

Section 5 – Management, which describes the management of the pilot, including
project management, relationship management, risk and contingency management quality
management, testing, training and support provided;
Section 6 – Technology, which provides a high level technical description of the pilot
system;
Section 7 – Security, which describes the key security issues associated;

d.
e.
f.
g.

Page 6

Section 8 – Cost, which describes the cost of the election and relates to the benefits and
overall value for money;
Section 9 – Conclusions, which summarises the key points identified in the report.
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Pilot objectives

3.1

Objectives

3.1.1

The main objective for Swindon Borough Council as stated in their Project Initiation Document
(PID) was to deliver a secure, accessible and successful election.

3.1.2

There were a number of specific objectives to be met for the pilot that were shared by the
Council and the supplier (TCS Consortium). These objectives are as follows:
a.

deliver the pilot to time and to budget;

b.

offer citizens an improved voting process;

c.

enhance social inclusion in elections and improve accessibility for voters;

d.

assess the impact of pre-registration on turnout;

e.

investigate the security of e-voting and improve mechanisms to detect electoral fraud;

f.

develop and improve processes for testing and reducing risk in e-voting;

g.

design solutions to support elections on a large scale (interoperability and scalability);

h.

create cost effective voting solutions;

i.

learn and share lessons for future improvement of the election processes;

j.

raise the UK’s profile as a leader in the electoral modernisation field.

3.1.3

The technical aspects of whether these objectives were achieved are considered within this
report. In particular, our evaluation of the pilot against objectives (a and f) associated with
project delivery are covered in depth in section 5, and those referring to the registration (d) and
voting (b and c) processes are analysed in section 6. Security (e) of the e-voting pilot is
evaluated in section 7 and the lessons learned (i) are brought together in section 9.

3.2

Success Criteria

3.2.1

There did not appear to be any quantitative success criteria determined for this pilot as
evidenced by the following extract from the PID:
“At the end of the project the outcomes will be mapped against the objectives above to help
evaluate the level of success achieved and understand the lessons learned.”

3.2.2

However, the Council has developed a variety of measures, including a range of questionnaires,
to determine the success of the pilot. This report provides an objective and, in some areas, a
subjective analysis of the criteria which will support the evidence to be provided in due course
by the Council.
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4

Pilot description

4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

The pilot project included the provision of e-voting services and technology for elections in 20
wards and 2 parishes2 on 3rd May 2007. The required technical infrastructure, application
software and services were provided by the TCS Consortium comprising Tata, Everyone Counts
(E1C), and 21c Consultancy, which, together with the Council also delivered related activities
such as project management, technical support, voter outreach and training.

4.1.2

The services for this pilot included the following:
a.

pre-registration for remote e-voting with applications to be submitted by 5pm on 18th
April 2007;

b.

remote internet voting to be available from 7am on Thursday 26th April 2007 to 10pm on
Thursday 3rd May 2007;
remote telephone voting to be available from 7am on Thursday 26th April 2007 to 10pm
on Thursday 3rd May 2007;
internet voting before polling day at 5 supervised locations to be available from 9am on
Thursday 26th April 2007 to 6pm on Wednesday 2nd May 2007;
the option of internet voting at any of the borough’s 64 polling stations on polling day
(Thursday 3rd May 2007), allowing electors to vote online at any station.

c.
d.
e.

4.2

Registration

4.2.1

In order to reduce the risk of personation with remote e-voting, a pre-registration system was
provided, where the voter was required to submit two personal identifiers (date of birth and a
numeric password) to be used during the authentication process when they logged on to vote. It
was envisaged that the use of pre-registration including the voter’s signature as required by the
MoJ would bring enhancements in security equivalent to that required for postal voting.
Registration was undertaken by council staff. This included manual input of elector details,
recording the username and date of birth information, marking the elector as an internet voter,
validating the signature provided on the registration form against signatures already held (where
applicable) and resolving any queries that arose.

4.3

E-enabled voting

4.3.1

The remote e-voting solution using either telephone or internet required the voter to enter a
Voter Identification Number (VIN) supplied by the Council in response to their registration
together with the password selected by the voter. The system validated their identity and
confirmed that they had not already voted. The elector selected who they wished to vote for, the
vote was cast and a receipt was provided on request to the elector as confirmation that their vote
had been cast.

2

5 parish councils were due to be elected but in the event 3 of the 5 parish elections were uncontested.
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4.3.2

Five supervised internet voting locations were provided at libraries across Swindon operating on
a daily basis during normal opening hours. Voters using the e-voting system through laptops in
libraries did not need specific credentials, merely their voter number provided on their poll card.

4.3.3

Electronic voting was provided in all polling stations on polling day without pre-registration
Laptops were provided for the voting stations in the polling places. Each polling station had a
minimum of three laptops, one for the Electoral Register and two for voting. Connectivity to the
polling stations was provided by wireless technology (WiMax) or BT broadband. Remote evoting was also still available on polling day.

4.3.4

The high level design of the infrastructure3 is reproduced in Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1: High level design
4.3.5

All electronic voting channels operated concurrently during polling day, with information
provided in four languages (English, Bengali, Konkani and Portuguese). No duplicate voting
was allowed between channels.

3

“Customer Service Manual for Swindon Borough Council”, Tata Consultancy Services.
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4.3.6

However, a registered e-voter was able to change their mind prior to voting and choose to vote
at a polling station. To do so they had to prove their identity at the polling station. The on-line
resister would be interrogated to confirm that they had not voted electronically. The elector was
then permitted to vote electronically in the polling station or was issued with a paper ballot.

4.3.7

After the polls closed, the marked paper registers were compared with the electronic register to
check for duplicate votes and none were discovered. The encrypted electronic votes were
downloaded from the data centre to a ‘clean’ PC within the council offices. The encrypted
electronic votes were written to CD and transported under escort to the Count Centre. A
separate ‘clean’ PC was also delivered under escort to the Count, the votes decrypted and stored
on the PC. Once verification of paper ballots and postal votes was completed the ballots were
counted, revealed to the candidates and agents, and added to the electronic votes. After it was
confirmed that a recount was not required the Returning Officer declared the results.
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5

Management

5.1

Introduction

5.1.1

The pilot was run by the Council’s Electoral Services department. The e-voting system supplier
was the TCS Consortium which comprised:
a.
Tata Consultancy Services – prime contractor, provider of the programme management
services and, via a sub-contractor, Nera, the polling station infrastructure;
b.
Everyone Counts – provider of the e-voting technical services, software, hosting and
infrastructure;
c.
21c Consultancy – provider of the voter engagement services and training.

5.2

Project management

5.2.1

The District and Parish elections were the overall responsibility of the Returning Officer, who
delegated day-to-day project responsibility to the Electoral Registration Officer and Deputy
Returning Officer, who acted as the Senior Responsible Officer (SRO). A full-time Programme
Manager was provided by the TCS Consortium and she chaired the weekly project review
meetings which involved representatives from the Council and each of the consortium members.
The Programme Manager assumed responsibility for directing all aspects of the pilot project
including those areas to be provided by the Council. The Deputy Returning Officer and his staff
managed the planning, administration and logistics for the election as a whole including preregistration, polling station selection, staffing and the Count.

5.2.2

A joint council and supplier Project Initiation Document, Project Plan and Risk Register for the
pilot scheme were compiled and maintained by the TCS Programme Manager. The Project
Initiation Document (PID) was substantial and provided a good summary of the pilot project
objectives and design. It summarised the contributions to be made by each of the suppliers and
listed the work packages forming the project. Target dates for the key deliverables were
identified, the project organisation and reporting procedures defined, and the initial risk and
issues logs were included.

5.2.3

Whilst the Project Plan provided a baseline of dates by which key activities were to be
undertaken, the key documents used to update these plans were the minutes of the weekly
project progress meetings. Evidence was not provided that any change management process had
been rigorously applied.

5.2.4

The Risk Register provided a detailed view of the risks identified during the early stages of the
project and was updated periodically. Although it had been developed remotely by the TCS
Risk Manager based in India, it provided a comprehensive statement of risks and issues. It used
a proprietary format and scoring methodology but conformed to the principles of PRINCE2.

5.2.5

Timetable pressures were identified as the single greatest risk to the successful delivery of the
project. These manifested themselves in different ways but all resulted from the extremely short
lead-times for suppliers after contracts had been agreed and for the Council after approval of the
scheme by the MoJ on 29th January 2007.

Actica/PA468D010-1.0
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5.2.6

For the suppliers, substantial planning and design was committed prior to contract, at their risk,
and once the partnering arrangements had been announced some of these plans had to be
substantially re-worked. In the event, all contingency in the plan was taken up and this put the
final stages of application development, network installation and testing at risk.

5.2.7

The Council initially approached suppliers in mid-January 2007 but design and delivery plans
were compressed to such an extent that the likelihood of a successful pilot was significantly
reduced from that which had been forecast in their proposal.

5.2.8

It is evident that the operational success of the pilot was in large part due to the provision of a
full-time programme manager, design, development and training resources, and substantial
numbers of support staff by the TCS Consortium. Time constraints meant that best practice
could not always be followed but a strong and pragmatic working relationship between
suppliers and the Council enabled the risks to be managed and the pilot scheme to operate
properly.

5.2.9

Overall, it is our view that the project management provided by the supplier was satisfactory
given the time constraints imposed on the parties involved. The Council retained the overall
right of acceptance at each stage of the project.

5.3

Relationship management

5.3.1

There was a general perception amongst council and supplier staff that unnecessary pressure
and risk was placed on the pilot by the tight timescales imposed by the MoJ.

5.3.2

The selection and partnering of suppliers, some of which had not worked together previously,
with very tight timescales was a risky strategy that clearly impacted on the Council. Two of the
three consortium members had no previous experience of delivering a large scale UK election.
However, over the three month period leading up to polling day, the Council built up a strong
working relationship with the Consortium. The strength of the relationship was such that the
Consortium always provided sufficient resources to support the project even when initially these
may have been underestimated. Internally, tensions between consortium members during the
later stages of the project leading up to polling day meant that more time had to be spent on
relationship management than was desirable at a critical phase in the project.

5.3.3

The technical specification for the solution was developed by the TCS Consortium and the
Council trusted the framework arrangements through MoJ to provide them with a satisfactory
solution meeting their business requirements. It was evident during the early stages of the
project that many of the supplier staff needed coaching in UK election management from the
Council’s Electoral Services department. The extent to which the suppliers were able to provide
knowledge transfer to Council staff, particularly in the area of system security, was unclear.

5.4

Risk and contingency management

5.4.1

The consortium recommended that all back-up and contingency arrangements should be
captured via the project’s risk log as per PRINCE2 recommendations. A disaster recovery plan
was developed in the event of a major risk occurring and a contingency budget was established
to deal with risks.

5.4.2

Contingency plans were drafted as the project solution was developed in greater detail during
the initial planning stages of the project. Anticipated areas that would need contingency plans
were:

Page 14
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5.4.3

a.

WiMax failure;

b.

application failure;

c.
d.

power failure at the Polling Stations;
civil riot and disorder.

A rigorous risk identification and assessment methodology adopted by the suppliers followed a
series of related steps as follows:
a.

identification of assets in six broad categories;

b.
c.

grouping of assets having similar risks;
business impact analysis using a scoring matrix;

d.
e.

identification of potential failure modes for the assets using Failure Mode and Effect
Analysis (FMEA) methodology;
identification of the potential causes for these failure modes;

f.

identification of the potential effects of the failure;

g.

attribute of security affected – confidentiality, integrity and availability attributes
identified and assigned a value of high, medium, or low;

h.

estimation of severity of the failure of the asset on the processes, represented by a score
of 1 to 10;
estimation of probability of occurrence of the asset failure is determined on a score of 1 to
10 and if there is a probability of occurrence of failure of any asset on polling day, then
the ranking given was 10;

i.

j.
k.
l.
5.4.4

estimation of (non) detectability of the failure is represented by a score of 1 to 10;
calculation of the Risk Priority Number (RPN) given by (asset * severity * probability *
failure of detectability);
prioritisation of the risk based on the Council’s vulnerability to the risk and the business
impact of the risk if it were to occur.

The analysis and prioritisation of the risks were recorded in the Risk Register together with
plans for the treatment of the risks. The options considered followed best practice and included:
a.
risk avoidance;
b.

risk reduction;

c.

risk transference;

d.

risk retention.

5.4.5

During the project risks were avoided or transferred wherever possible and appropriate.
However, risks were retained where it was either impossible or too costly to avoid, reduce or
transfer the risk. Retained risks were monitored and contingency plans developed. Furthermore,
the acceptance of residual risks involved the selection of a threshold value for the RPN, below
which the risks were regarded as acceptable. For this project the threshold was set at 1000. This
threshold was tested for viability during the audit undertaken by MoJ. Through this test it was
shown that many of those scoring values just under the threshold had probably been overestimated in terms of likelihood or impact. The net effect was that the level and number of
significant risks were probably at about the levels to be expected in a project of this complexity.

5.4.6

Of those risks assessed as high priority (RPN > 1000), one was associated with key personnel,
two with support services and four with the application software. No high priority risks were
identified for the hardware or communications infrastructure.

Actica/PA468D010-1.0
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5.4.7

Contingency plans were developed in line with previous elections such that, in the worst case,
the whole election process could be handled manually with printed registers and ballot papers.
Intermediate fall-back positions were covered by ensuring that copies of the register of electors
were printed or marked at key points during the election process showing which electors had
already voted.

5.4.8

Overall, the risk management provided by the supplier is regarded as satisfactory. The
methodology was well defined but the actual process for identifying, assessing and managing
the risks could have been applied in a more disciplined manner.

5.5

Quality management and testing

5.5.1

Quality management was the responsibility of the TCS programme manager, engaging specific
testing and quality assurance resources as required. Where appropriate, such as in the area of
penetration testing, external organisations were involved either by invitation or as mandated by
MoJ. Final user acceptance testing was the responsibility of the Council.

5.5.2

Constraints caused by the compressed timescales for the project resulted in limited opportunity
to complete all quality activities in a timely manner. This was particularly apparent in the
communications infrastructure which could only be tested in segments, the full connectivity to
the entire network only being available on the morning of polling day itself. Thus, end-to-end
testing of the application and communications capability across the network of all 64 polling
stations was not undertaken. No volume testing was possible for the integrated application and
communications network. This exposed the election process on polling day to an unwarranted
level of risk.

5.5.3

Whilst a quality plan was developed at the outset, various circumstances meant that full
conformance with it may not have been achieved. The test plans and results provided by the
supplier were not comprehensive and consistently presented. The only evidence that design
reviews or code reviews had been performed was in the form of a report from the security
consultants engaged by the TCS consortium4. Indeed, it could not be confirmed from the
evidence received that the supplier had followed their planned systematic approach to system
testing.

5.5.4

The supplier reported that the application software was subject to rigorous system tests before
each release. Council staff undertook user acceptance tests on each modified release and on
each occasion staff entered a significant number of votes covering a wide range of voter
circumstances and compared the results from the system with their expected outcomes.
Although this acceptance testing had to be repeated a large number of times over the final two
weeks as the code was continually modified, the results were always confirmed as expected.

5.5.5

The security aspects of the design were reviewed by the MoJ QA assessors, Security and
Standards Ltd. The audit focused on the security elements of the system. It involved a structured
set of questions organised around the controls identified in ISO / IEC 17799. The supplier
provided a comprehensive set of responses to the assessors, who provided a summary of their
findings on which the supplier acted. However, the true value of the audit was limited because it
was performed so close to the election and therefore provided limited opportunity for corrective

4
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“Netcraft Security Analysis of Everyone Counts voting applet for Swindon Borough Council Elections”
Version 1: Tuesday 20th March to Thursday 29th March 2007.
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action to be taken. It is strongly recommended that independent QA / technical assurance
activities are conducted throughout the pilot project, commencing during the evaluation of the
proposals. It is further recommended that if any future framework contract is let, that security
testing should be undertaken before suppliers are awarded places on the framework. This would
enable problems to be identified much earlier and appropriate remedial action taken. There
would also have been merit in the audit including a visit to the hosting location(s).
5.5.6

The supplier engaged an external agency to undertake penetration testing of the product and
rectified some areas that were found to be problematic. Subsequently, an external ‘black box’
penetration test was performed on behalf of the MoJ by MWR Infosecurity (a CESG CHECK
Green light supplier). This identified a number of serious issues with the application which were
reported to the Council. These tests had been conducted in the final week of the project and this
resulted in the completion of the software modifications delaying the commencement of internet
voting in the supervised library locations for half a day.

5.5.7

As recommended by the Electoral Commission in previous electoral pilot evaluations, it is
recommended that a full IT Health Check is performed as part of the evaluation of internet
voting systems prior to the election. This would include internal penetration testing. Sufficient
time must be allowed for this health check to be performed thoroughly. Time for any required
remedial action must also be allowed for when planning a pilot.

5.5.8

Interoperability between the various elements of the solution was the responsibility of the
consortium and interfaces developed by the suppliers appeared to operate satisfactorily. The
suppliers were asked to ensure that a copy of the configuration of all software used in the live
environment during the election was deposited in escrow.

5.5.9

One area giving concern was that of the use of EML for interfacing with external systems. This
was mandated for the election management suite of programs but had not been mandated for the
electoral register. The electoral register application used by the Council from Xpress did not
contain the ability to output elector details in EML format to the Schema 470 standard. This
meant that the entire register had to be exported to Excel during the pre-registration process, reformatted and then uploaded into the supplier voting engine giving the Council a significant
additional workload. Xpress developed and tested an EML 470 interface to upload the marked
register back into their product from the election management application. Even so, this load
process took a total of 5 hours.

5.5.10

Another problem caused by the absence of EML 470 in the Xpress product manifested itself in
apparently erroneous elector numbers on printed polling cards. This was caused by the fact that
the numbers output from the Xpress electoral register had leading zeroes suppressed and the
numbers did not therefore conform to the definition within the EML schema.

5.5.11

The development of the user interface for the application took full account of the requirements
of local focus groups and the Council; requirements that had been developed over a number of
pilots during the last few years. This resulted in user interface screens that were deemed
acceptable to the Council and the focus groups. The MoJ accessibility experts had engaged
relatively early with the supplier about the design of the user interface, but problems were
encountered towards the end of the development when the accessibility experts identified a
number of features that did not meet accessibility standards. This resulted in the application
having to be substantially amended to meet the MoJ standards and some stakeholders
considered that the changes made had an impact on usability.

Actica/PA468D010-1.0
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5.5.12

To avoid this situation recurring in the future, it is recommended that there should be closer and
continuing engagement between the accessibility experts, supplier and council staff, with all
stakeholders being asked to sign off the resulting designs before development commences.

5.5.13

The boot disks created for the booting of the laptops used at the polling stations were late in
being created and were not fully tested. This did cause some additional support problems on
polling day.

5.5.14

Overall, the evaluator regards the quality management and testing provided by the supplier as
barely satisfactory due largely to the severe time constraints. In all probability the processes
would have been satisfactorily completed had there been sufficient time available. The severe
time constraints resulted in corners being cut. Interoperability with external systems could have
been improved by the use of EML being mandated by MoJ across all relevant applications
including the feeder systems such as those used for maintaining the Electoral Register.

5.6

Training

5.6.1

Training was developed by the consortium and delivered jointly with the Council. The principal
training covered all 64 Presiding Officers, 200-300 poll clerks and 10-20 support staff or
‘runners’. The training covered all aspects of traditional election management supplemented as
required by explanations of the electronic system. The documentation was reasonably
comprehensive but the training suffered from the inability to directly demonstrate the election
management system that was still under development at the time. These late modifications to
the application also resulted in some of the documentation available to the polling place staff
reflecting slightly different computer screens to those in use on polling day making support to
the public somewhat difficult.

5.6.2

Training was provided for all call centre staff who were based in Sheffield at a joint call centre
location. A technical training manual had also been developed.

5.6.3

Some polling station staff observed that the training seemed to be delivered by people who were
not experienced trainers but the major criticism was the fact that the actual live system was not
seen in action until 07:00 am on polling day. The Council had invited all Presiding Officers to
visit one of the advanced voting locations in various libraries in the Borough and a number who
did take up that opportunity seemed to be better equipped to resolve issues and provide advice
on polling day.

5.7

Support

5.7.1

The consortium provided a call centre, based in Sheffield to support the pilots at both Swindon
and Sheffield. This provided assistance to voters who did not know if they were registered to
vote electronically, who had forgotten their Voter Identification Number (VIN) or usernames or
who wanted to know the status of their vote. Where necessary, requests for assistance were
passed to the Council for resolution.

5.7.2

This was supplemented on polling day by a locally operated Help Desk or ‘War Room’,
principally to provide support to the 64 polling stations and their staff. A team of support
engineers and ‘runners’ were located throughout the Borough to minimise travelling times.

5.7.3

Both of these facilities appeared to be responsive and worked well. In particular, the incident
logs created and maintained during polling day provide an excellent basis for further analysis of
the problems encountered.
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6

Technology

6.1

Architecture

6.1.1

The high level architecture of the solution has been presented in Figure 6-1. The solution
allowed voters to vote remotely over the internet from the Council website, by telephone, or by
voting electronically on polling day from 64 locations in Swindon. After entering the necessary
credentials the voter was connected to the network and able to vote. When the vote was
completed the voter’s selection was stored in the supplier’s resilient servers hosted in 2 data
centres in the UK (Studley, Warwickshire and Docklands, London) for which security
assessments were made available.

6.1.2

The network linking the data centres5 is shown diagrammatically in Figure 6-1.

Figure 6-1: Data Centres
6.1.3

5

The data centres used were commercial centres with environmental controls such as fire
suppression and raised floors, escorted access and facial recognition. Both centres provided
redundant power and network. The equipment was housed in private locked racks and staff had
no access to machines without permission. The data centres provided no hardware or software
support, which was performed by remote console systems in Everyone Counts (E1C) Australia
(Melbourne) where SSL certificates are used as the basis of controlled maintenance access.

“High Level Design, Network for public electronic elections services”, Everyone Counts Inc., March 2007.
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6.1.4

Both centres provided redundancy for all software services and load-balancing. All hardware
provides redundancy, such as RAID0 and RAID5, dual power supplies, ECC RAM and multiple
network cards. A PSTN-to-VoIP provider was used as an intermediary in hosting PSTN
telephone calls and forwarding VoIP traffic to the staging server.

6.1.5

All databases were replicated from the Studley primary site to the Docklands secondary site. In
addition, all RAID0 or RAID5 disk systems had DVD-R backup facilities for critical data. All
encrypted votes were written at 30 minute intervals to DVD-R in addition to being recorded on
audit logs. Votes were not recorded in order and voter identity was not recorded. The replication
of databases provided business continuity for all Shared Trust Election (STE) web voting
sessions, all SSL web voting sessions and all polling station lookup services. Any failure of the
telephone voting sessions would result in unsubmitted votes being lost but voters could access
the system again to vote again in these circumstances.

6.1.6

Any failure of the primary site at Studley would have resulted in the secondary site in
Docklands becoming the replication master for databases. No failures were recorded during the
polling period. All databases had full write logs which could be used to restore them.

6.1.7

The connectivity to all polling stations in Swindon used either a wireless solution based on
microwave technology and delivering, via WiMax services to laptop PCs at the polling stations
or, in the case of 12 sites, a broadband connection instead. These links provided connectivity to
the data centres where the servers were hosted.

6.1.8

End-to-end testing of the network was not possible prior to polling day and in the preceding
days tests were limited to segments of the network. Furthermore, most tests were carried out
using aerials external to the polling stations owing to limited access. Some problems were
encountered on polling day itself with poor quality reception within the polling station and, on
one occasion, interference from another wireless network in the same location. Eight polling
stations reported network connectivity problems that could not be repaired in less than 1 hour,
the worst case being 7 hours. These accounted for a total of 28 hours downtime on polling day
(3% out of a total of 960 voting hours) during which time contingency plans for the use of paper
register and ballot papers had to be invoked.

6.1.9

The software architecture6 is based on open source solutions and is shown diagrammatically in
Figure 6-2. It consists of the following components:
a.
Operating Systems – Linux Debian Sarge;

6
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b.

Database – MySQL;

c.

Webserver – Apache;

d.

VoIP services – Asterisk;

e.

Software load balancing – LD Director;

f.
g.

Cryptographic services – Legion of the Bouncy Castle;
IDS services – Snort and Tripwire;

h.

Secure DNS – MaraDNS;

i.

Execution environment – Perl and Mod_perl;

j.
k.

Mail – Postfix;
Secure transport – SSH.

“High Level Design, Network for public electronic elections services”, Everyone Counts Inc., March
2007.
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Figure 6-2: e-voting Software Architecture
6.1.10

The solution is divided into management (the ERO system) and applications (elections)
services. Management services are a back-office application which provides tools to create and
manage all aspects of elections and surveys, including offline tools. The applications server is a
staging environment for applications created by the management system. The applications may
be for Internet or telephone (Voice over IP (VOIP)) interfaces. Internet interfaces include both
server-side applications (such as are based on HTML Forms) as well as the proprietary Shared
Trust Election (STE) security system which is a Java-applet based interface for voting intended
to operate on the voter's machine. The changes to the application in response to the observations
of the MoJ resulted in changes from the exclusive use of STE to include the use of SSL.

6.1.11

The application software, eLect, provided all election services entirely over the web with no
software installation needed on the client devices. The eLect system is based on a databasedriven web service operating on open source software and including proprietary extensions.

6.1.12

eLect comprises four modules, each of which may be hosted on separate server platforms.
These are:
a.
the Electoral Returning Officer (ERO) system: a series of tools accessible via HTTPS
which allow control of all other functions;
b.

c.
d.

the eLect database: provides data repository – raw encrypted data which is unprocessed,
clear text segmented data which can be counted and viewed, electoral roles, citizen
records and eLect software-specific data;
a specific election server: optimised for and dedicated to running a number of ballots in a
specific election with the Java client contained in the voter's browser;
a specific election database: optimised for authentication and vote tabulation for the
specific election. This contains the electoral register (a lookup-optimised read-only
register for this specific election), a table recording who has voted, and signed encrypted
submissions (vote submissions).
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6.1.13

These components7 are shown diagrammatically in Figure 6-3.

Figure 6-3: Software Components
6.1.14

The STE security solution is an application-layer cryptographic solution which works between
the voter's browser and the Electoral Returning Officer's personal computer. The proprietary
software services are written in Perl and Java and password generation software implements
industry standards for password strength. Random number generation forming the basis of
creating secret voter credentials uses the Mersenne Twister algorithm.

6.1.15

Both online and offline tools were provided for the creation and management of voter
credentials and cryptographic keys. An offline Java tool was used on an isolated PC for
independent credential generation and management. This was used to create public / private key
pairs and to create voter login credentials using safe methods for random number generation.
The transfer and decryption of votes also took place on this isolated PC, air-gapped from the
remainder of the configuration.

7

“High Level Design, Network for public electronic elections services”, Everyone Counts Inc., March
2007.
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6.2

Election information

6.2.1

The content and voting rules for Borough and Parish elections were defined via a graphical
interface and installed on the staging servers.

6.2.2

A unique Java client was authored for each election. This client implements end-to-end
encryption resulting in the vote being encrypted throughout from the voter's PC, to the staging
servers, and on to the ERO’s PC at the Count. A tool kit installed on a “clean PC” was used for
the creation of Voter IDs, PINs and cryptographic keys. A public / private key pair was
generated on the standalone ‘clean’ PC for the election. The public key was used during the
election to encrypt votes; the private key was required to decrypt the votes at the Count. Once
the key pair had been generated the private key was only accessible when a quorum of password
holders was present. This ensured that no single person – including Consortium staff – had sole
access to decrypted votes.

6.3

Voter credentials

6.3.1

The registration process for the e-voting solution was managed by the Council and required
electors to indicate if they wished to use e-voting channels. An application form was posted to
every registered elector. As part of their application to utilise the e-voting channels, electors
were required to provide a password (6 numerical digits) of their choice and their date of birth
(DoB). A tear-off slip was provided for the elector to record their password. The elector was
required to sign the application form and signatures were compared to those held by the Local
Authority.

6.3.2

Some 13,234 electors chose to pre-register for e-voting out of the total electorate of 142,317. Of
these, 5,587 (42%) did not exercise their e-vote and based on calls received and early survey
results it appears that many people registered without appreciating that this was for remote evoting only. Other feedback indicates that having to use a total of 22 digits to access the Internet
or telephone e-voting system may have deterred some people from using these channels.

6.3.3

Electoral registration information from the Xpress system operated by the Council could not be
transferred directly into the Election Management System as the EML 330 schema is not
supported by Xpress even though it was mandated for the pilot ERO system. Data from the
Xpress system had to be downloaded into Excel and merged with the information provided by
the electors. This proved to be a very time consuming process requiring substantial and
unbudgeted additional technical support.

6.3.4

Once pre-registration had closed and the spreadsheets were updated, the list of registered evoters including details of passwords and dates of birth was uploaded into eLect. The supplier
created Voter Identification Numbers (VINs) for each elector and used the registration details as
the basis for the online register to be used for verification purposes during the voting process.
An additional 850,000 VINs, password, and DOB combinations were created and added to the
application server database. These excess credentials allowed the application server to obfuscate
the live credentials it hosted.

6.3.5

Each elector was notified of their unique VIN by post in a secure mailer that also served as the
official poll card. A number of cards had to be re-issued when it was discovered that the elector
numbers had been printed without leading zeroes. This error was caused by the output from the
Xpress system not being in EML format. The Council rectified the situation through their
printers and new cards were issued within 24 hours.
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6.4

Voting process

6.4.1

Once the e-voting system was ‘live’, an elector could cast their vote at any time during the
operational period through any of the available channels.

6.4.2

The process by which an elector cast their vote over the Internet was:
a.

b.

Log on to the HTTPS Internet address provided in the official poll card or follow the
hyperlink provided on SBC’s website. The system required the elector to have a PC with
an Internet connection running Firefox, Internet Explorer, Safari, or Opera.
Enter the VIN provided in the official poll card and corresponding date of birth and
password previously selected by the elector. This information was verified against the
records held by the system. The elector had three chances to log onto the system correctly
before being locked out in which case they had to contact the call centre. Further checks
were made to identify if the elector had already cast their vote and to determine in which
ward and parish the elector was entitled to vote.

c.

Choose language – a choice of four different languages (English, Bengali, Konkani and
Portuguese) was displayed and selected using the mouse.

d.

If the elector was entitled to vote in more than one election (Borough or Parish), a
selection screen was displayed and the election selected using the mouse.
Review the ballot paper presented on the screen and make a selection by clicking against
the name of the candidate using the mouse. The ballot paper was presented in the same
format as a standard ballot paper. The system allowed over-voting and a null vote but in
both cases warned the elector that this would be counted as a spoilt vote.
Once the elector was satisfied that their selection had been recorded correctly they could
choose to cast their vote. Once this step had been completed the selection could not be
changed.

e.

f.

g.

The elector could choose to view and print a receipt to confirm that the vote had been
successfully recorded by the system in the eBallot Box. It should be noted that the receipt
does not provide details of who the vote was cast for.

6.4.3

The remote voter using a standard PC over the internet accessed the elections on the staging
server with their browser providing voting via HTTPS cryptographic transport.

6.4.4

If an elector forgot their VIN, password or date of birth, or needed assistance in casting their
vote, they could contact the call centre for help. This could be actioned at any time during
remote voting by calling a freephone (0800) number.

6.4.5

The process by which an elector cast their vote over the telephone was:
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a.

telephone the 0800 number provided on the polling card or the Council web site using a
touch-tone phone and follow instructions.

b.
c.

press the star button and select the preferred language.
enter DOB as a 6-digit number.

d.

enter password as a 6-digit number.

e.

enter VIN as a 10-digit number.

f.

the system checked to see if the voter had already voted and issued an instruction
accordingly. This completed the authentication process.

g.

the elector was invited to vote in the elections for which they were entitled to vote. A
series of help messages provided information on the candidate’s name and party, if
required.
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h.

The candidate code (4 digits printed on the polling card) was entered and the elector was
asked to confirm their choice. Options were provided to allow over-voting or submitting a
blank ballot.

i.

this was repeated for each election and confirmed. The elector then terminates the call by
hanging up the phone.

6.4.6

If an elector forgot their VIN, password or date of birth, or needed assistance in casting their
vote, they could contact the call centre for help. This could be actioned at any time during
telephone voting by pressing the star key.

6.4.7

Each of the 64 polling stations in Swindon was equipped with between 2 and 10 laptop
computers on polling day. One or two of these, dependent on the size of the electorate served by
the polling station, were designated as Presiding Officer (PO) laptops, through which the
electronic register and management functions would be accessed. The remainder were used for
the casting of votes electronically. Traditional paper ballots were made available for those
voters not wishing to use the laptops.

6.4.8

The laptops, hired by the Council, were delivered in a ‘clean’ condition with no software
loaded. These were tested and placed in a security sealed bag for issue to the Presiding Officers.
Two boot disks were prepared for each polling station, one for the PO laptop and one for the
voting machines. Back-up boot disks were held by the support staff allocated to the particular
polling station. During the boot process, the Presiding Officer was prompted to select the
appropriate certificate to enable the machine to be authenticated to the server and then to enter
the polling station master password. Some problems were encountered during the boot process
where the digital certificates had been mis-typed. In these instances, alternative machines were
despatched to the polling station and the faulty ones removed to be rectified. The laptops, once
booted, provided a web browser or window into the voting application held on the application
server. No information or votes were held on the laptops.

6.4.9

In preparation for voting on polling day, the Presiding Officers were responsible for the
collection and transportation of e-voting equipment to their allocated polling station. After
arrival at the polling station, each of the laptops had to be removed from its security sealed bag,
placed in position, connected to the mains supply and booted using the supplied disks.

6.4.10

The setting-up of the polling stations caused some problems on polling day, principally due to
the difficulties in erecting the partitions or privacy screens between voting booths. In many
cases the focus of the Presiding Officer was diverted to managing this problem and
consequently delayed the completion of the laptop booting process. In some instances, the
equipment was not fully operational by the opening time of 7.00 am. Some other problems were
encountered at some polling stations by failure of boot disks and apparent lack of connectivity
to the server through the WiMax network.

6.4.11

The process by which an elector cast their vote over the Internet at the polling station was:
a.

report to the Presiding Officer desk and provide identification (name or elector number);

b.

the PO searched the on-line register for the elector using the identification provided and
confirmed name and address details;

c.
d.

the PO offered either an Internet ballot or a paper ballot and clicked the screen;
the system assigned this elector to a specific voting machine;

e.

once at that voting machine, the elector was invited to choose one of the four language
options by using the mouse;
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f.

if the voter had not previously voted, a screen of voting instructions was displayed
otherwise a message to that effect was displayed;

g.

if the elector was entitled to vote in more than one election (Borough or Parish), a
selection screen was displayed and the election selected using the mouse;

h.

the ballot paper was displayed and the elector was invited to select the candidates they
wished to vote for;

i.

a confirmation screen was displayed and, in the case of under- or over-voting, a warning
was shown;
the elector was invited to submit their vote;

j.
k.

if required, the elector could request a receipt. A new screen was displayed and the
elector was asked to input a memorable word;

l.

a ballot code and receipt code were displayed and the elector was invited to write them
down on forms provided with the voting machine. These could then be used to access the
receipting software through the SBC web-site at a later date and to print the receipt;

m.

if the elector was entitled to vote in a second election and wished to do so, the
opportunity to continue the process was available, otherwise the elector clicks on the
‘Finish’ button and leaves the voting machine.

6.4.12

At the conclusion of the election, during the shutdown process, the Presiding Officer was
prompted to enter into the PO laptop the total number of paper votes cast for verification and
audit purposes.

6.4.13

The process by which an elector may request a receipt for their ballot was:
a.

log on to the receipt checking service by following the hyperlink provided on SBC’s
website;

b.

choose one of the four language options;

c.
d.

enter the ballot code provided at the end of the voting process;
select the election (Borough or Parish) for which a receipt is required and enter the
chosen memorable word;
the receipt code is displayed and the elector is asked to confirm that this matches the code
written down at the end of the voting process. If it is an exact match, the vote was
accurately received and recorded. If not, the voter is asked to try again after which they
may telephone or e-mail the call centre.
the elector was asked if they wish to check a receipt for another election or exit the
service.

e.

f.
6.4.14

If an elector needed assistance in checking their receipt, they could contact the call centre for
help. This could be actioned at any time during the receipt checking process by calling a
freephone (0800) number or by e-mailing the call centre.

6.4.15

The receipt checking service remained operational until 24 May 2007 after which date the
servers were cleansed of all data and signed off by the Council.

6.4.16

Separately, a marked register containing all voters who had voted was made available in EML
470 format for uploading to the Xpress Electoral Registration System. Xpress had developed a
routine to upload this data automatically. It was noted that this automated upload process took 5
hours to complete although this did not impact any other operation or reporting requirements.
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6.5

Multi-channel voting

6.5.1

Each of the electronic voting channels included a validation against the online list of registered
electronic voters before permitting an authenticated voter to continue to cast their vote. In the
case of any dispute, the elector was invited to contact the call centre.

6.5.2

On polling day, the same list of electronic voters was interrogated by the Presiding Officer from
the polling station as an elector presented and identified themselves. This provided information
about whether the elector had voted previously.

6.5.3

All votes cast using any one of the electronic channels were encrypted and stored in the MySQL
database for the appropriate election as shown in Figures 6-2 and 6-3.

6.6

Proxy votes

6.6.1

In the case of a proxy voter presenting themselves to the Presiding Officer at a polling station,
the application instructed them to be issued with a paper ballot. A decision had been made by
the Council that the electronic voting application would not accept proxy voting.

6.7

Tendered votes

6.7.1

In the case of an elector claiming that they had not voted when the on-line register showed that
they had, a tendered coloured paper ballot was issued.

6.8

Counting

6.8.1

Once the voting period had ended, the encrypted votes were downloaded from the application
server to a clean PC at the Council Offices. The contents were checked using software to
remove duplicates by one of the supplier staff but none were found. The encrypted votes were
then copied to a CD and transported under escort to the count centre.

6.8.2

A ‘clean’ PC, also delivered to the Count under escort, was booted and the encryption software
invoked. This required the input of unique passwords by three out of a total of six Council staff
before the software could be used. The CD was inserted and the electronic votes decrypted. The
decryption and counting process took 11 minutes. Votes were transferred into a Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet to which were added the paper ballot votes for each ward and parish.

6.8.3

In the case of a judicial review it would be possible to link the result in a particular ballot to the
elector who cast the vote by extracting a vote from the database prior to decryption and
decrypting it individually to determine its result. This would require the voter’s unique VIN to
be determined and linked to the related receipt which is attached to each encrypted vote. A copy
of the encrypted database was provided to the Council in case such a step was required in the
future.

6.8.4

The number of ballot papers in the ballot box for each ward and parish were counted and
compared to the record of the number of votes cast for each provided by the Presiding Officers.
Once the verification process had been completed the votes were counted. The results of each
manual count of paper votes were made known to the candidates and agents in case of challenge
before being input to the spreadsheet and merged with the decrypted electronic votes.
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6.8.5

A process for performing a complete recount of the electronic votes had been defined. This
involved cleaning the decryption PC of ballot information and downloading and reopening the
CD file containing the encrypted votes. In the event, this process was not invoked.

6.9

Use of EML

6.9.1

The application design employed the use of EML as follows:
a.

Election configuration: the application can import an EML 110 and EML 230 file as a
Resource file via the Management Library.

b.

Voter records: the application can import and export EML 330 and export EML 470
messages as files. The EML 330 import is used to populate the online Register. The
application issued Voter Identification Numbers (VINs) for voters in an offline process.
As the SBC Electoral Register system could not export records in EML 330 format, it
was necessary to output the electronic register of electors to a Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet where considerable data manipulation was performed including the marrying
of VIN to the correct elector. The resultant records were uploaded into the e-voting
application from the Excel spreadsheet. An EML 470 format of the marked register was
made available for uploading to the Xpress Electoral Registration System.
Vote casting: the application can provide voter authentication and vote messages in EML
420, EML 430, EML 440, and EML 450 format in real time over HTTPS. These were not
required for the pilot as the application provided its own vote recording process.

c.
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7

Security

7.1

Security of the voting system

7.1.1

The supplier performed a security risk assessment and a Risk Management and Accreditation
Document Set (RMADS) was provided. The evaluator considered that this presented a strong
security risk analysis underpinning the solution. The contents of the RMADS included details of
the scope of the system, the assets that comprise the system, the security responsibilities, the
threats to the system, the vulnerabilities of the systems, the risks to the system, the
countermeasures (including, technical, procedural, personnel and physical measures), the
residual risks, the security procedures, the results of the security testing performed and plans for
any further testing it is proposed to perform. This demonstrated deep understanding of the risks
associated with e-voting and included approaches such as an independent code review and open
source approach. This, together with the high level of transparency offered by the supplier, gave
confidence in the security of the solution.

7.1.2

The DCA QA activity included a review against the controls identified in ISO/IEC 17799. The
DCA QA auditor found only some relatively minor issues and complimented the supplier on
their level of documentation. The review provided the auditor with sufficient evidence that the
major risks had in fact been identified and controls put in place.

7.1.3

The consortium engaged an external penetration testing company to verify that the application
provided a secure platform for the conduct of the elections at Swindon. The company selected
was not a CESG CHECK approved supplier. They found some relatively minor areas for
concern that were fixed by the supplier.

7.1.4

Following the further development to rectify these areas, the application was subject to external
validation by MWR InfoSecurity commissioned by the DCA. Black box penetration testing
only was performed. The timescales for performing the penetration testing were too short and
insufficient time was available for remedial action to be taken without an unnecessarily high
level of risk. Independent penetration testing is a critical activity in providing assurance of the
security of the central voting infrastructure.

7.1.5

The penetration test exposed a number of concerns which had to be overcome prior to live
operation. These concerns were summarised by MWR as follows:
a.

b.

c.

Confidentiality – the necessary level of protection for information was assessed and then
verified. Testing in this area focused on both the storage and transmission of information.
MWR found that the potential existed for an attacker to determine for whom a vote was
cast. Flaws in the application increased the probability of determining the voter’s identity
and their preferred candidate. It was also possible to determine whether a vote had been
cast for a specific ballot ID.
Integrity – the targeted hosts were checked for vulnerabilities that could affect the
accuracy and reliability of sensitive information presented to authorised users. MWR
found that it was possible to cast votes using any known ballot ID. Valid ballot ID’s
could be determined, due to the way in which the application operated.
Availability – the targeted hosts were checked for vulnerabilities that could affect the
reliable and timely access to data and resources by authorised users. MWR found that it
was possible to cast a vote as another user. Hence the original authorised voter was
unable to use their vote as it had already been cast by an unauthorised person who had
accessed the system.
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7.1.6

The supplier responded to the initial draft observations by highlighting the strengths of the
approach taken in the design of the solution. For example, in response to the observation that
the log-on process could be used to obtain valid ballot codes, the supplier responded8:
The site imposes a random time delay of 1 to 3 seconds on each failed login. The IDS will
resist a source IP address making large numbers of requests. The MWR has already been
blocked by this service.
There are dummy Ballot codes on the system. An attacker guessing ballot codes will be 10
times more likely to hit a dummy ballot code and submit a vote that will not be valid when
decrypted and authorised. In addition to this the number of guesses required to generate a
vote that will be accepted is on average half the size of the space given by the PIN – in this
case 10**6 / 2 (ie 500,000:1). Assuming a guess could be done every second (minimum time
delay, zero network latency) and in complete absence of any other counter measures, this
means it would take on average 138 hours to guess a PIN and generate an acceptable vote,
given that the attacker had the correct ballot code.

7.1.7

The supplier also responded positively to the observation that the client side application should
not be trusted to provide authentication as follows:
The client side application is not trusted. In fact it would be hoped that any attack would
proceed along the path as it is extremely unlikely to produce a valid vote (they have about 1
chance in 10 million for each attempt, 1 in 10 million if they stumble on a valid ballot
number).
There are in fact three layers of authentication in anticipation of the above attack. A vote
fabricated with incorrect DOB or PIN will not authenticate on decryption because a hash of
the authentication credentials contained within the vote will be incorrect when compared to
the relevant hash prepared on the Clean PC when PIN, DOB and Ballot code are first
processed.
Once encrypted, the vote cannot be decrypted. The role of the applet is not one of
authentication so much as a device for packaging and protecting the ballots when in
transport and storage. The use of the ERO's single public key anticipates future personal
voting environments where voters have some form of private and public key pair of their
own.

7.1.8

8
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While many of the issues raised by MWR did not represent a real risk for the reasons given
above, the full penetration testing report identified a number of significant issues that had to be
addressed on the day before the advanced voting period started. Making changes at this late
stage resulted in a delay of half a day in the start of advanced voting. Last minute changes
introduce a high level of risk to the project, and in future final security checks should be
scheduled weeks rather than days before the planned voting period.

Security Report from MWR – Replies by Craig Burton, TCS Consortium, 20th April 2007
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7.1.9

Our observations at the Count suggested that there may have been some exposure to
unnecessary physical security risks. For example, the CD containing encrypted votes did not
appear to be securely packaged during its transportation from the Council Offices to the Count
(and hence could have been physically damaged). The terminals used for the decryption and
vote tallying processes were left unattended several times during the evening. The cabling
linking these terminals was exposed taped to the floor under tables in the centre of the counting
area and could have been open to attack. While these terminals were in full view of everyone at
the Count, there were many staff and reporters in close proximity and it would have been
prudent to have an ‘exclusion’ area surrounding the central desks.

7.2

Evidence of fraud

7.2.1

The Commission has not been made aware of any allegations of fraud or malpractice arising
from the pilot scheme at this election. At present, therefore, there is no substantiated evidence to
suggest that the procedures provided for by the scheme led to any increase in electoral offences,
or in any other malpractice in connection with elections. We note that the period in which a
prosecution can be launched is one year and so such evidence may still come to light.
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8

Cost

8.1

Cost breakdown

8.1.1

Costs provided to the Evaluator by the Council have been broken into appropriate sub-elements,
as shown in Table 8-1.
Supplier costs
TCS Consortium

£849,925

WiMax infrastructure

£213,393

Hire of laptops

£63,318
Total supplier costs:

£1,126,636

Council costs
Pre-registration

£62,387

Savings due to reduced Count Staff

(£3,600)

Council net costs:
TOTAL:

£58,787
£1,185,423

Table 8-1: Technical costs of pilot scheme
8.1.2

The costs in Table 8-1 present the Council’s best estimate of the costs specifically attributable to
the implementation of this pilot. The supplier has informed the Evaluator of some unanticipated
additional costs borne by the consortium amounting to £86,400. This figure includes £30,000 to
develop the RMADS and supporting information for the MoJ QA exercise and £56,400 for
additional staff drafted in to support the live environment on polling day.

8.2

Costing analysis

8.2.1

The figures for the pilot declared by the Council equate to £102.50 per voter using the e-voting
system9, and £8.33 per elector10. If the additional supplier costs are factored into the calculation,
the per capita costs are approximately £110 and £9 respectively.

9

11,565 voters used the e-voting system.

10

There were 142,317 registered electors for the elections on 3rd May 2007.
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9

Conclusions

9.1

Technical evaluation criteria

9.1.1

Introduction

9.1.1.1

Paragraph 2.4 defined 8 criteria as the basis for the technical evaluation, namely an:
a.
assessment of the degree to which the suppliers have met the requirements of the pilot;
b.

analysis of how effective the system was in practice, including accuracy, reliability,
robustness, security and functionality aspects;

c.

assessment of the risks to the effectiveness of the system;

d.

analysis of the adequacy of the development lifecycle, covering project management, risk
management, requirements, design, implementation, deployment and testing;

e.

analysis of the testing process including accuracy, reliability, robustness, security and
performance tests;

f.

analysis of the effectiveness of the Quality Assurance (QA) processes performed,
together with analysis of the actions taken by suppliers as a result of the QA process
commissioned by the Ministry of Justice (MoJ);

g.

assessment of any other technical issues that may have affected the success of the local
election;

h.

assessment of the extent to which the desired technical learning outcomes of the pilot
were met and whether any other learning points were developed during the pilot.

9.1.2

Requirements

9.1.2.1

The Internet voting channels of the pilot were available to electors as advertised and were used
to cast votes by over 8,000 electors. Pre-registration for the internet and telephone voting
services were widely used by 11,500 electors but there is some evidence that the process was
not well understood. The advanced voting functionality by Internet and telephone provided
electors with a simple method of casting their votes at their own convenience.

9.1.2.2

The supplier met the broad requirements of the pilot although the application was subject to last
minute changes to meet the accessibility criteria and the outcome of the security audit.

9.1.3

System effectiveness

9.1.3.1

The system was used by over 8,000 electors and no major issues associated with the
effectiveness of the system were reported to the Evaluator. However, it was noted that only just
under half of those who registered for e-voting actually voted that way. It is thought by the
Council that this was due to confusion brought about by the introduction of the new preregistration process.

9.1.3.2

Early feedback from the call centre indicated that many of the 6,000 registered voters who did
not use the remote voting facility were put off by the 22 digits necessary to log on. The Council
considers that there may be a more equitable balance between the need for security and a
simpler level of authentication.
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9.1.3.3

Evidence from voters who chose to use the voting machines in polling stations indicated that the
system was not very user friendly, was not intuitive to use, and involved many more steps in the
process than was necessary. Many of these issues revolve around the need to balance more
carefully the requirements of accessibility and usability.

9.1.4

Risks

9.1.4.1

The most significant risk to the pilot was caused by the extremely short timescales for the
project leaving little or no contingency for unexpected delays. This affected the development,
testing and deployment of the software, as well as the implementation and end-to-end testing of
the network infrastructure.

9.1.5

Development lifecycle

9.1.5.1

A number of shortfalls in the development lifecycle have been identified. These include:
a.
poor procurement practice;
b.

inadequate pen testing;

c.

poorly documented quality, testing and acceptance procedures.

9.1.5.2

The lessons that can be learnt from this pilot and the areas to be considered for improvement are
listed in paragraph 9.3.1.

9.1.6

Testing

9.1.6.1

Documentary evidence of testing throughout the development lifecycle was not provided to the
Evaluator. Due to the pressures caused by the short timescale, insufficient time was available
for full system and acceptance testing of the software, and for end-to-end testing of the
infrastructure. Insufficient time was available for the remedial work required following the
external quality assurance.

9.1.6.2

The penetration testing commissioned by the supplier was undertaken by a company that was
not a CESG Check approved supplier and few vulnerabilities were identified. The independent
penetration testing was limited to black box testing. There was insufficient time for an
independent validation that all required remedial work was completed.

9.1.7

Quality assurance

9.1.7.1

The level of quality assurance undertaken by the supplier was constrained due to the tight
timescales for the project This situation might not have been so bad had the independent QA
and technical assurance activities been undertaken throughout the development lifecycle. In the
event, the independent QA by MoJ had minimal resource assigned and there was insufficient
time after the QA visit for significant changes to be made and for the system to be retested fully.
Last minute change is a common cause of information system failure and should be minimised
wherever possible.
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9.2

The Council’s criteria

9.2.1

The success of the pilot against the technical aspects of the specific objectives shared by the
main stakeholders is as follows:
a.

Deliver the pilot to time and to budget – overall this was achieved as the pilot was
delivered to time although there was a delay of one half day to the advanced voting
facility in supervised (library) locations caused by the last-minute amendments required
to meet the security criteria;

b.

Investigate the security of e-voting and improve mechanisms to detect electoral fraud –
this was only partly achieved as the security of e-voting as provided in this pilot required
some fundamental last-minute changes to meet the DCA criteria;
Develop and improve processes for testing and reducing risk in e-voting – this was only
partly achieved as the planned testing and risk mitigation was not entirely possible due
to the time pressures caused by the late commencement of the project;

c.

d.

Design solutions to support elections on a large scale (interoperability and scalability) –
whilst this aspect could not be fully examined it is considered that this was achieved
through the design of the architecture and the use of EML in particular;

e.

Create cost effective voting solutions – this will be assessed once the financial figures are
available;
Learn and share lessons for future improvement of the election processes – this was
achieved by strong cooperation between the Council and the consortium members to
share and document all lessons learned during the pilot;

f.

9.3

Learning points

9.3.1

It is noted that a significant number of lessons can be learnt from this pilot. These include the
need to:
a.
provide overall strategic direction and commitment to an ongoing electoral modernisation
programme to provide continuity and investment;
b.
ensure that arrangements for pilots are contracted with sufficient time to ensure that the
projects can be properly planned and managed including proper quality assurance, risk
mitigation, testing and remedial work to be undertaken prior to the commencement of the
election period;
c.
ensure that independent quality assurance, including accessibility audits, is conducted
throughout the pilot commencing during the bid evaluation stage of procurement;
d.
ensure closer engagement between accessibility experts, developers and council staff in
the development of user interfaces;
e.

f.
g.

ensure that suppliers and clients are fully aware of the need to undertake full volume endto-end tests as well as functional acceptance tests well in advance of the commencement
of voting;
consider the advantages of mandating the appropriate EML interfaces to be incorporated
in all Electoral Registration applications;
ensure that all participating Councils are made fully aware of the vulnerabilities and other
security implications of operating electronic voting channels.
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